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the meaning of noise is sound especially one that lacks an agreeable quality or is noticeably
unpleasant or loud how to use noise in a sentence noise definition 1 a sound or sounds
especially when it is unwanted unpleasant or loud 2 any bad change in a learn more noise
definition sound especially of a loud harsh or confused kind see examples of noise used in a
sentence noise meaning 1 a sound or sounds especially when it is unwanted unpleasant or
loud 2 any bad change in a learn more synonyms for noise roar rattle chatter commotion
cacophony clatter din racket antonyms of noise silence still quiet stillness lull hush calm
silentness a noise is any sound often it means a sound people don t like like the noise of
traffic or a barking dog noise is the general word and is applied equally to soft or loud
confused or inharmonious sounds street noises clamor and hubbub are alike in referring to
loud noises resulting from shouting cries animated or excited tones and the like but in clamor
the emphasis is on the meaning of the shouting and in hubbub the emphasis is on the noise
is usually loud and unpleasant it can be countable or uncountable try not to make so much
noise what a terrible noise sound is a countable noun and means something that you hear all
she could hear was the sound of the waves you do not use words like much or a lot of with
sound see noise in the oxford advanced learner s dictionary make soothing encouraging
reassuring etc noises to make remarks of the kind mentioned even when that is not what you
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really think he made all the right noises at the meeting yesterday said what people wanted to
hear definition of noise noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary whether it s the deep
tranquility induced by brown noise the focus enhancing qualities of pink noise or the
comforting consistency of white noise each color has a role to play in our mental and physical
health noise meaning definition what is noise a sound especially one that is loud un learn
more find 63 different ways to say noise along with antonyms related words and example
sentences at thesaurus com n sound esp of a loud harsh or confused kind deafening noises a
sound of any kind to hear a noise at the door loud shouting outcry or clamor a
nonharmonious or discordant group of sounds 1 a sound or a sound that is loud unpleasant
unexpected or undesired b sound or a sound of any kind the only noise was the wind in the
pines 2 a loud outcry or commotion the noise of the mob a lot of noise over the new law 3
noise noise is an underestimated threat that can cause a number of short and long term
health problems such as for example sleep disturbance cardiovascular effects poorer work
and school performance hearing impairment etc nearly a third of the u s population lives in
areas exposed to noise levels of at least 45 db according to a preliminary analysis based on
models of road rail and aircraft noise in 2020 from noise meaning 1 a loud or unpleasant
sound 2 a sound that someone or something makes this relaxing white noise is great for
helping you sleep s by popular request here is one of our most soothing white noise sounds
featuring a black screen art of noise also the art of noise were a british avant garde synth
pop group formed in early 1983 by engineer producer gary langan and programmer j j
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jeczalik along with keyboardist arranger anne dudley producer trevor horn and music
journalist paul morley stewart said the noise from modified mufflers can be so loud it wakes
you up and then the dog starts barking and it s a whole thing fani gonzalez who lives near
georgia avenue said



noise definition meaning merriam webster May 14 2024 the meaning of noise is sound
especially one that lacks an agreeable quality or is noticeably unpleasant or loud how to use
noise in a sentence
noise english meaning cambridge dictionary Apr 13 2024 noise definition 1 a sound or
sounds especially when it is unwanted unpleasant or loud 2 any bad change in a learn more
noise definition meaning dictionary com Mar 12 2024 noise definition sound especially of a
loud harsh or confused kind see examples of noise used in a sentence
noise definition in the cambridge english dictionary Feb 11 2024 noise meaning 1 a
sound or sounds especially when it is unwanted unpleasant or loud 2 any bad change in a
learn more
noise synonyms 81 similar and opposite words merriam Jan 10 2024 synonyms for
noise roar rattle chatter commotion cacophony clatter din racket antonyms of noise silence
still quiet stillness lull hush calm silentness
noise definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Dec 09 2023 a noise is any sound often it
means a sound people don t like like the noise of traffic or a barking dog
noise definition and meaning collins english dictionary Nov 08 2023 noise is the general word
and is applied equally to soft or loud confused or inharmonious sounds street noises clamor
and hubbub are alike in referring to loud noises resulting from shouting cries animated or
excited tones and the like but in clamor the emphasis is on the meaning of the shouting and
in hubbub the emphasis is on the



noise noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Oct 07 2023 noise is usually
loud and unpleasant it can be countable or uncountable try not to make so much noise what
a terrible noise sound is a countable noun and means something that you hear all she could
hear was the sound of the waves you do not use words like much or a lot of with sound see
noise in the oxford advanced learner s dictionary
noise noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Sep 06 2023 make soothing
encouraging reassuring etc noises to make remarks of the kind mentioned even when that is
not what you really think he made all the right noises at the meeting yesterday said what
people wanted to hear definition of noise noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary
different types colors of noise explained in detail Aug 05 2023 whether it s the deep
tranquility induced by brown noise the focus enhancing qualities of pink noise or the
comforting consistency of white noise each color has a role to play in our mental and physical
health
noise meaning of noise in longman dictionary of Jul 04 2023 noise meaning definition
what is noise a sound especially one that is loud un learn more
63 synonyms antonyms for noise thesaurus com Jun 03 2023 find 63 different ways to say
noise along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com
noise wordreference com dictionary of english May 02 2023 n sound esp of a loud
harsh or confused kind deafening noises a sound of any kind to hear a noise at the door loud
shouting outcry or clamor a nonharmonious or discordant group of sounds



noise definition of noise by the free dictionary Apr 01 2023 1 a sound or a sound that is
loud unpleasant unexpected or undesired b sound or a sound of any kind the only noise was
the wind in the pines 2 a loud outcry or commotion the noise of the mob a lot of noise over
the new law 3
noise world health organization who Feb 28 2023 noise noise is an underestimated
threat that can cause a number of short and long term health problems such as for example
sleep disturbance cardiovascular effects poorer work and school performance hearing
impairment etc
noise could take years off your life here are the health Jan 30 2023 nearly a third of
the u s population lives in areas exposed to noise levels of at least 45 db according to a
preliminary analysis based on models of road rail and aircraft noise in 2020 from
noise definition meaning britannica dictionary Dec 29 2022 noise meaning 1 a loud or
unpleasant sound 2 a sound that someone or something makes
white noise black screen sleep study focus 10 hours Nov 27 2022 this relaxing white noise is
great for helping you sleep s by popular request here is one of our most soothing white noise
sounds featuring a black screen
art of noise wikipedia Oct 27 2022 art of noise also the art of noise were a british avant garde
synth pop group formed in early 1983 by engineer producer gary langan and programmer j j
jeczalik along with keyboardist arranger anne dudley producer trevor horn and music
journalist paul morley
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barking and it s a whole thing fani gonzalez who lives near georgia avenue said
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